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The home is near Las Vegas.

In the market for a new home?

A mansion owned by Mike Tyson, the former pro boxer and heavyweight champion, has appeared for

sale on a luxury real estate website, CNBC reports. The house in Henderson, Nev. costs $1.5 million

and is only a short drive from the Las Vegas strip.

Get Data Sheet, Fortune’s daily tech newsletter

Tyson’s mansion features a courtyard garden with palm trees, a 25‐foot interior waterfall that lights

up, an infinity pool in the backyard, multiple bars, five bedrooms, six bathrooms, and three

fireplaces. The property occupies 5,740 square feet and has tall ceilings, as depicted in photos on
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the real estate website.

“The lucky buyer will not only be able to say that he purchased the home of heavyweight champion

Mike Tyson, but he will also be able to call him his neighbor,” Ken Lowman, the property’s broker,

told CNBC in an email. The broker recently sold the star of the recent Chinese martial arts film Ip

Man 3 a neighboring estate that’s double the size for $2.5 million.

For more on real estate, watch:

In other recent real estate news: Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella put his home in Wash. up for sale in

Jan. A property in Montauk, N.Y. once owned by the CEO of J. Crew as well as Andy Warhol sold for

$50 million in Dec. And Apple co‐founder Steve Wozniak sold his Apple‐style home for $3.9 million

last year.

Gabe Ginsberg—FilmMagic

Former boxer Mike Tyson attends launch of the world's first Mike Tyson Bitcoin ATM machine at Off The Strip at

The LINQ on September 24, 2015 in Las Vegas, Nevada.
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